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OUR TEAM 

WHO WE ARE

Crobar Creative Leverage is a digital ad agency driven by razor-sharp
thinking and diverse imagining. Offering a wide variety of services
such as strategic branding, social media management, 3D imaging,
videography and photography, we are your strategic partners in
developing a dynamic brand presence. We pride ourselves on the
ability to provide peace of mind and full transparency to our customers
when it comes to the execution of their advertising goals, and we
derive our success from the level of our clients' satisfaction.



WHAT
WE DO

Our agency has several decades of combined
experience in multiple strategic disciplines,
spanning campaign strategy and branding,
advertising, photography and videography.
No matter where you are in the branding process,
we'll begin at your starting point and guide you
through the final creative execution. We work
with teams both domestically and abroad, and
can create custom packages tailored to meet your
goals. Not only do we go over the "how" of taking
your brand to the next level, but we also discuss
the "why" behind each decision.

Our team shares a "can-do" mindset and
enjoys finding unique solutions for our clients'
needs. We're constantly evolving, internally and
strategically, to empower each other and those
with whom we work.
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Explain MJ function and tools more, Text to image prompts. 









Prompt Training: How to Structure Prompts
1. Start with Context: Begin your prompt by providing clear
context or background information. This helps MidJourney
understand the context of your request. 

2. Specify the Task: Clearly state the task or the role you want
MidJourney to take in the story. Be explicit about what you
want MidJourney to do, whether it's generating dialogue,
describing a scene, or developing a character. 

3. Character Descriptions: If your story involves specific
characters, provide brief descriptions of these characters.
This helps MidJourney create more accurate and consistent
character interactions. 

4. Setting Details: Describe the setting or environment where
the story takes place. This helps set the scene and
atmosphere. 

5. Emotions and Tone: Specify the emotions or tone you want
in the response. This can greatly influence the style and mood
of the generated content.

6. Iteration and Interaction: If you need MidJourney to iterate
on a specific theme or interaction, make that clear. You can
ask for alternative versions or variations.

7. Feedback and Adjustments: After receiving a response, you
can provide feedback and ask for adjustments to refine the
content further. Be specific about what you want to change or
improve.

8. Be Patient: Remember that generating complex narratives
or dialogues may require a few iterations to get the desired
outcome. Be patient and willing to make adjustments as
needed.

By following these steps and providing clear, detailed
prompts, you can enhance your experience with MidJourney
and get the best results for your creative writing projects.



Beautiful model, sitting in an upholstered chair, wearing textile fabrics,
sophisticated design, simple composition, natural lighting, very detailed. 



Beautiful model, sitting in an upholstered chair, wearing textile fabrics,
sophisticated design, simple composition, natural lighting, very detailed. 



Male model sitting in an upholstered chair, wearing floral printed suit, matching floral
backdrop, sophisticated design, innovative tailoring, bright primary color palette



Asian male model sitting in an upholstered chair, wearing floral printed suit, matching
floral backdrop, sophisticated design, innovative tailoring, bright primary color palette,
bright directional natural lighting, captured on Canon EOS R5, minimalistic composition.



Asian male model sitting in an upholstered chair, wearing floral printed suit, matching
floral backdrop, sophisticated design, innovative tailoring, bright primary color palette,
bright directional natural lighting, captured on Canon EOS R5, minimalistic composition.



















Thank You!


